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Abstract. The open source code software (OpenFOAM) was applied to simulate the 
thermal convection of airflow. The fresh inlet airflow past a circular cylindrical heater 
through the variable cross-section duct by the centrifugal fan had been employed to study 
the thermal convection phenomenon. The widely used     turbulence model was 
implemented to simulate the thermal convection of airflow. The pressure-velocity coupling 
was used an effective steady state algorithm, SIMPLE algorithm, for solving a zero 
pressure gradient problem. The upwind differencing (UD), linear upwind differencing 
(LUD), QUICK, and TVD scheme were the important schemes which were selected to 
solve convection-diffusion problems of the airflow past a circular cylindrical heater. The 
thermal convection experiment was setup using the P3210 heat transfer bench of Cussons 
technology. The velocities of airflow had been adjusted from 5 to 20 m/s by opening a cap 
at the exhaust fan duct. The heater temperatures were controlled at 100, 150 and 200 °C. 
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results were compared with the experimental 
data. The comparison between CFD models and physical experiments were in good 
agreement. The average error of the     turbulence model by solving with the SIMPLE 
algorithm, UD scheme for velocity, and QUICK scheme for temperature results was less 
than 4.25 % when compared with the experimental data. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The thermal convection of airflow often encountered in the baking process using the ovens. The flow past 
heaters were the interesting phenomenon which could apply to control the high distribution of hot airflow 
into the ovens [1-3]. The simulation method was popular to study the thermal convection phenomenon. 
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was the flow simulation method which reduced the expensive 
cost and consuming time of the trial and error method for determining the hot airflow distribution [4].The 
accurate solution of the CFD method had been achieved by the appropriate flow equation. The flow 
behaviour inside the convection ovens preferred the turbulent flow to laminar flow caused the appearance 
in the flow of eddies with a wide range of length and time scales. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equation was used to govern the turbulent flow on the mean flow. The Reynolds stresses were the 
extra terms of RANS equation which happened after substituting the Navier-Stokes equation with the 
turbulent variables. The turbulence model was necessary to be developed for predicting and obtaining 
results which were close to the mean flow equation [5]. The     model was the two additional transport 
equations and the most widely used turbulence models to predict Reynolds stresses which focused on the 
turbulent kinetic energy effects [6-8]. Particularly, the CFD of flow simulation inside the ovens preferred to 
use the    model to other turbulence models. Many researchers used commercial CFD software such as 
ANSYS-Fluent, FloVent, STAR-CD, and COMSOL which had been contained the    turbulence model 
for studying and designing the good distribution of airflow [9-15]. Unfortunately, the simulated works were 
gathered with an expensive license cost of the commercial CFD software. There was an important obstacle 
for developing the convection oven of the baking process in the industrial factory. The Open Source Field 
Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM) software is under GNU General Public License without any 
expensive license cost. The C++ was the fundamental language which used to develop CFD codes in 
OpenFOAM software [16, 17]. The CFD codes had to be implemented for achievement of the precise 
simulation results. The flow past a cylindrical body was the basic case of approving turbulence models 
which similar to the flow past a heating rod of the convection oven. The specific study only airflow past a 
cylindrical body had been analyzed in the previous researches using the RANS equation. The variable 
shapes of wake vortex structure behind a circular cylinder had been observed [18-21]. This research will 
apply the     turbulence model using OpenFOAM software to study the turbulent flow past a circular 
cylindrical heater. The RANS equation is not adequate to solve the thermal convection problem of airflow. 
Consequently, the energy conservation equation will be developed in this research by using OpenFOAM 
codes to study the thermal convection of airflow by meaning of the temperature distribution. The RANS 
equation, the energy conservation equation, and the     turbulence model including solution methods 
that obtain good results in this research will be useful to analyze and design the convection oven especially 
the steady temperature distribution for the rubber glove baking oven in the future works. 
 
2. Governing Equations 
 
The turbulent flow is governed by conservation of mass, momentum, and energy equation of the mean 
flow [5] as follows: 
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where   ̅ is the time average velocity,  ̅ is the time average fluid density,   is the fluid viscosity,    is the 
turbulent Prandtl number,   ̅  is the source term,        
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the Reynolds stresses,  ̅ is the time average 
temperature,   ̅ is the time average temperature fluctuation. 
The turbulent stresses are proportional to the mean velocity gradients or the mean rate of deformation 
which is written by: 
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where   is turbulent kinetic energy,     is the Kronecker delta (   =1 if     and       if    ),   is the 
fluid density,    is the turbulence viscosity. 
The turbulence viscosity is given by: 
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where   is the rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass,    is the dimensionless constant. 
The    turbulence model can be written as follows: 
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where the velocity gradient yields: 
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The constant variables into the     model are described in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. The constant variables of the     model. 
 
Constant variable                
Value 0.09 1.00 1.30 1.44 1.92 
 
3. Discretization 
 
The transport equation of turbulence equations is generally written by: 
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where  ̃ is the time average of general variables,  ̅ is the time average of fluid density,  ́ is the fluctuating 
scalar,    is diffusion coefficient,   ̅ is the source term. 
Discretization with the finite volume method (FVM) refers to the system of grid or cell structure as 
depicted by Fig. 1. The center node of the interested cell is symbolic by P. The neighbor cells around the 
interested cell have center nodes which symbolic by NBi. The distance between P and NBi is equal to ∆di. 
The P cell has faces which have outer normal direction sharing around with NBi  cells. 
In the steady state condition, the transient term is eliminated. The convection term,   ( ̅ ̃  ̃), and 
diffusion term,   (    ̃), can be discretized using upwind differencing (UD), linear upwind differencing 
(LUD), the quadratic upstream interpolation for kinetics (QUICK) and the total variation diminishing 
(TVD) scheme which have more detail in Versteeg and Malalasekera [22]. The Reynold stresses or extra- 
terms,  ̅   ́́
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , are predicted by the     turbulence model which also used UD, LUD, QUICK and TVD 
scheme to solve the convection-diffusion term of the turbulent kinetic energy transport equation and the 
transport equation of rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass. 
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Fig. 1 The cell structure of the finite volume method. 
 
The SIMPLE algorithm which is very good effective for the steady state problem gives a start by 
assuming guessed pressure into the discretized momentum equation as given by: 
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where    is the interested cell coefficient,   
  is the guessed velocity of an interesting velocity cell,     is 
the neighbor cell coefficient,    
  is the guessed velocity of a neighbor velocity cell,     is the area of the 
velocity cells,     
  is the guessed pressure at a forward cell of an interesting pressure cell,     
  is the 
guessed pressure at a backward cell of an interesting pressure cell,     is the volume of velocity cells. 
Notice that, the bar and tilde over parameters has been deleted to be simply for writing equations. 
The guessed velocities which are solved by the previous momentum equation have been substituted 
into the pressure correction equation as follows: 
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where  ́  is the correction pressure of the interesting pressure cell,  ́   is the correction pressure of the 
neighbor pressure cell,    
  is the difference of guessed velocity. 
The pressure and velocity obtain from the SIMPLE algorithm using the pressure and velocity equation 
as given by: 
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and  ́  is the correction velocity of the interesting velocity cell. The correction pressure and velocity will be 
close to zero after the iterative steps of the SIMPLE algorithm. The under-relaxation is necessary to use for 
reducing susceptibility of the divergence results. The improved pressure and velocity are obtained by: 
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where    is the factor of pressure under-relaxation,    is the velocity under-relaxation factor,   
(   )
 is the 
previous iteration of velocity, The under-relaxation factor has values between 0 and 1. 
After velocity improving, the discretized momentum equation takes the form as follows: 
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Boundary condition on the cylindrical body and other walls are the no-slip condition which has form as: 
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The size of nearest cells on body surface are attempted to control by the y+ value to support the 
boundary effects which has equation as written by: 
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where    is the distance from the nearest cell to body surface,   is the dynamic viscosity,    is the wall 
shear stress,   is the fluid density. 
The intake airflow of boundary condition is assigned by a zero gradient pressure while the uniform 
velocity is set up at exhaust airflow. An incompressible flow is used for air with density ( ) and a dynamics 
viscosity ( ) of 1.225 kg/m3 and 1.8375 10-5 kg/(m·s), respectively. All other transport equations are 
solved by the SIMPLE algorithm as same as the momentum equation.  
 
4. Experiments 
 
The P3210 heat transfer bench of Cussons technology is employed to set up the physical experiment (Fig. 
2). The heat transfer apparatus composed a square cross-section air duct which jointed with a cylindrical air 
duct. The square cross-section and cylindrical duct had a length of 790.00 and 1,000.00 mm, respectively. 
Both ducts were joined by a round to square joint with a length of 200.00 mm; therefore, the total length of 
the experimental duct was 1,990.00 mm. The internal dimensions of a square cross-section were height and 
width of 145.00 mm while an internal diameter of cylindrical duct was 145.00 mm. The square testing 
section was improved by installation of a circular cylindrical heater which had an external diameter of 13.00 
mm. The circular cylindrical heater could adjust temperature varying from 100C to 450 C by a power 
regulator. This heater was mounted at center between paralleled gypsum plates to obstruct airflow and 
protect the apparatus melting. The circular cylindrical heater was set up temperatures at 100, 150 and 200C 
for validation. A tangential fan was mounted at the end of a cylindrical duct which was capable to adjust air 
velocity rise of 30 m/s. The tangential fan inlet was connected at the end of the cylindrical duct. The fresh 
air would flow from an inlet of the square cross-section duct past a heater through the cylindrical duct. The 
exhaust air was blow out from fan outlet through the vertical duct which are controlled by the adjustable 
airflow speed valve (Fig. 3) for the exhaust flow velocities at 5.63, 10.47, 14.60 and 19.51 m/s to keep the 
Reynolds number (Re) of airflow past the heater at 4,606, 8,565, 11,944 and 15,961, respectively. 
The airflow temperatures are recorded by a data logger (Hioki: model LR8431-20) through K-type 
thermocouple lines (Fig. 4). Two points in front of the heater (T1 and T2) and ten points (T3 to T12) behind 
were drilled in the experimental duct for measuring the airflow temperature along a center axis. The heater 
also uses thermocouple to measure temperature at its surface by inserting a thermocouple wire through the 
gypsum plate of square testing section (Fig. 4). The velocity measurement used a hot wire anemometer 
(Tenmars: model TM-4001). Two points (U1 and U2) in front of the heater and also nine points (U3 to U11) 
behind the heater along a center axis of the experimental duct were also specified to measure airflow speeds. 
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Fig. 2. The P3210 heat transfer bench. Notice that, the arrow symbol is the flow direction. 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3. The adjustable airflow speed valve. 
 
Fig. 4. The testing section with a heater installing 
and temperature recording by the data logger 
through the K-type thermocouple wire. 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
 
This section would be described the experimental and simulation results of the airflow past the circular 
cylindrical heater. The     turbulence modelwith the different solution methods were implemented and 
validated with the experimental data. 
 
5.1. Experimental Results 
 
The airflow speeds along the center axis of the experimental duct when the adjustable airflow speed valve 
has been opened to keep Re of airflow past the heater at 4,606, 8,565, 11,944 and 15,961 are shown by 
graphs in Fig. 5. The dimensionless was used to express the measured positions of velocity along the 
experimental duct by referring the total duct length of 1,990.00 m. The recording data performed 30 times 
at each measuring point; therefore, the average, maximum, and minimum value was symbolic together and 
described in a legend. The airflow speeds were increased by the square to round joint which role as the 
nozzle. The constant speeds of airflow distinctly happened along the center axis in the cylindrical duct 
(0.50<x/L<1.00). The average airflow velocities were tiny fluctuating in the cylindrical duct because of the 
highest Re. The heater obstructed the airflow; therefore, the airflow speeds at three points were lower than 
other points behind the heater. 
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The airflow temperatures along the center axis of the experimental duct which affected by the variable 
Re and heater temperatures (100, 150 and 200C) are shown by graphs in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. The heater 
temperatures in the airflow were swing during recording with the normal value of ±1 C. The measuring 
point (T3) was close the heater as expected which the temperature remained airflow not heater. The 
temperature of inlet airflow was very affected to the temperature distribution in the cylindrical duct; 
therefore, the lowest temperature distribution result in the cylindrical duct obtained at the high Re. In fact, 
the Re had a little effect to the temperature distribution in the cylindrical duct if the fresh inlet airflow could 
be equivalent to the same temperature. The rising temperature of circular cylindrical heater increased the 
airflow temperature in the experimental duct behind the heater (0.26<x/L<1.00). On the contrary, the 
increase of airflow velocity reduced the airflow temperature which distinctly observed in the cylindrical duct. 
The thermal convection had a little effect to airflow at measuring points which was far away from the 
heater; therefore, the temperatures between inlet and outlet airflow at each Re were close. This experiment 
discovered the important effects to the thermal convection efficiency of airflow were the airflow velocity, 
the fresh inlet airflow temperature and the heater temperature. 
 
  
 
Fig. 5. The airflow speeds along a duct axis at the 
Re equal to 4,606, 8,565, 11,944 and 15,961. 
 
Fig. 6. The airflow temperature along a duct axis 
generating by the heater at 100C. 
 
  
 
Fig. 7. The airflow temperature along a duct axis 
generating by the heater at 150C. 
 
Fig. 8. The airflow temperature along a duct axis 
generating by the heater at 200C. 
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5.2. Grid or Cell Generation  
 
The CFD domain of the experimental duct was created by the 3D model of volumes inside the 
experimental duct including the square cross-section duct, the square to round joint and the cylindrical duct, 
respectively. The total length of the CFD domain regarding to the experimental duct was 1,990.00 mm. 
Figure 9 shows detail of the CFD volume that will be referred to generate the cell structure for the thermal 
convection simulation. The square cross-section volume was the inlet while the cylindrical volume was 
outlet of the airflow. The circular cylindrical heater was just modelled by a circular hole with a diameter of 
13.00 mm placing across the duct volume on the Z-axis. The measured positions for velocities and 
temperatures of airflow were kept on the duct axis and distance from the left edge regarding to drilled holes 
of the experimental duct. The measuring positions (X,Y,Z) are described in Fig.9. The original point (X=0, 
Y=0, Z=0) was placed on the center of the inlet surface on the square cross-section duct side.  
The CFD volume was divided by the 3D unstructured cells (tetrahedrons).The finest unstructured cells 
are generated around the surface of circular cylindrical heater for keeping y+ values lower than +11.63 [23] 
which takes the near-wall flow to be laminar (Fig. 10). The average y+ value on the heater surface was +9.43. 
The cell independence was performed by increasing cells inside the CFD volume until the airflow 
temperature of CFD results was given a constant value. The CFD results depending on the number of cells 
are plotted by graph as shown in Fig. 11. The number of cells which was optimum to simulate by CFD 
method was selected by using graphs in Fig. 11. The constant temperature of two simulating points 
happened at 428,239 cells and then there were the appropriated cells for implementation and validation of 
the CFD codes. Figure 12 shows the final cell structure of the airflow past the heater of the heat transfer 
bench.The convection volume where was around the circular cylinder heater were filled with the finest cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Description of the CFD volume for the thermal convection of airflow simulation. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. The finest cells around the circular cylinder 
heater. 
 
Fig. 11. The CFD temperature at T3 and T12 point 
correlating to variable numbers of cells. 
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Fig. 12. The final cell structure for the thermal convection of airflow simulation. 
 
The inlet temperature and outlet velocity of airflow would assign regarding to each experiment data for 
implementing and validating the CFD codes. The temperature of heater was assign on the circular cylinder 
surface using the average temperature of the experimental data (100, 150 and 200 C). The outer surfaces of 
cell structure were assigned by wall conditions comprising no-slip and adiabatic wall. Notice that, the 
personal computer with Core i5 CPU and 4 GB DDR2 SDRAM memory was used to perform all of CFD 
models. 
 
5.3. CFD Results 
 
The simulation of airflow past a circular cylindrical heater inside duct had been performed using     
turbulence model. The SIMPLE algorithm and UD scheme were used to solve this CFD model based on 
the steady state condition. The variable speeds of airflow along the duct axis by the CFD simulation and 
physical experiment are compared by graphs as shown in Fig. 13. Notice that, the LUD, QUICK and TVD 
had divergent velocity results under whole conditions as same as the UD scheme. The      turbulece 
model which solved by the UD scheme had trend of graphs were in a very good agreement with 
experimental data. The airflow velocities nearly inlet and outlet surface of CFD results were very close to 
the experimental data. The distance behind the circular cylindrical heater (0.26<x/L<0.40) was extremely 
affected to increase errors of the airflow simulation results (U3, U4 and U5) by the obstruction more than 
any area along the axis of cell structure. Another interesting area was near a tip of the nozzle (the square to 
round joint) that the CFD results were over estimate than the experimental data. The high velocity of the 
exhaust airflow induced error increasing at these areas. The comparison expressed the UD scheme obtained 
absolute average error of 4.31, 5.87, 5.96 and 6.05% along the variable cross-section duct at Re of 4,606, 
8,565, 11,944 and 15,956, respectively. The error increasing regarded to the increase of turbulent flow. This 
effect might cause the cell numbers which were not proper for the higher Re. 
Figure 14 shows the streamlines of airflow through the duct using the UD scheme. The colors mean 
the velocity of airflow was the maximum value when the streamlines were in red and the minimum value 
when the streamlines were in blue. The red streamlines happened inside the cylindrical duct at the Re was 
equal to 15,956. The airflow velocity above the heater surface increased from velocity at the inlet surface 
caused the gap between the heater and the upper of duct wall was less than the square cross-section area of 
the inlet side duct. Consequently, there was the area reducing which shape as similar as the nozzle. The 
airflow velocity below the heater surface also increased with the same reason. 
Figure 15 shows the streamlines behind the heater at Re equal to 4,606 and 15,959. The streamlines 
were distinctly turbulent backward the heater surface. It was also found that the velocity of airflow nearly 
the surface backward the heater was less than other areas on the heater surface. This separated flow 
phenomenon occurred by the obstacle object. The smooth streamlines of airflow left the turbulent 
phenomenon were not over twice lengths of a heater diameter then the streamlines were smoothly 
illustrated again.  
 
 
X 
Y 
Z 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
 
Fig. 13. The comparison of airflow velocities between CFD results and experimental data at the Re of: (a) 
4,606, (b) 8,565, (c) 11,944, and (d) 15,961. 
 
The temperatures of airflow along the duct axis at the Re of 4,606 and 8,565 are plotted by graphs as 
shown in Fig. 16. Figure 17 shows the comparison graphs of airflow temperatures between the CFD 
simulation and physical experiment at Re is equal to 11,944 and 15,956. The different schemes which were 
employed to solve the temperature distribution along the duct axis strongly affected to the accuracy of the 
CFD model. The QUICK scheme had trend of the temperature distribution along the duct axis closer 
experimental data than the other schemes. The airflow velocity also had a great effect to the accuracy of 
schemes. The temperature distribution of the CFD results was low estimate when the airflow was in the 
critical length behind the heater (0.26<x/L<0.40). This duct length occurred the turbulent streamline that 
mean the fluctuating results were recorded. The T3 point was in the large eddy flow then it had the higher 
error than other points of simulation when the Re was increased. However, the QUICK scheme was the 
efficient scheme to solve temperatures in the critical length. The smooth streamlines length 
(0.50<x/L<1.00) had the constant temperature. The QUICK scheme remained the efficient scheme to 
solve the CFD model in this length. The temperature results of the QUICK scheme were almost 
synchronized with the experimental data at the heater temperature of 100 C over all airflow velocity. The 
temperature distribution of the CFD results was under estimate when the airflow velocities were increased. 
The high velocity of airflow reduced the airflow temperatures from the critical length which were observed 
at the recorded temperatures in the cylindrical duct (0.5<x/L<1). The error of the solution methods (the 
UD and LUD scheme) was affected by the high airflow velocity. The effect might be from the false 
diffusion which happened by using the UD and LUD scheme to solve the diffusion-convection equation. 
However, all CFD results by different scheme were in a good agreement with the experimental data which 
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could validate OpenFOAM software to use for simulating the thermal convection of airflow inside the 
duct. Table 2 concludes the average error of airflow temperatures by CFD codes. The UD, LUD, QUICK 
and TVD scheme were obtained total average error of 3.22, 3.47, 2.95 and 3.06%, respectively. The 
QUICK scheme was an average error less than other schemes; therefore, it was suitable to solve the 
temperature distribution inside the long duct with the variable cross-section area. 
 
  
(a) 
  
(b) 
  
(c) 
  
(d) 
 
 
Fig. 14. The streamlines of airflow velocity inside the duct at the Re of: (a) 4,606, (b) 8,565, (c) 11,944 and       
(d) 15,961. 
 
The airflow temperature distribution could illustrate by the color contour on a symmetric plane (X-Y 
plane) to observe the heater temperature effect. Figure 18 shows the airflow temperature distribution of the 
CFD model by solving with the QUICK scheme at the Re is equal to 4,606. The airflow temperature was 
high in the critical length and low in the smooth streamlines length inversely the airflow speeds behind the 
heater. The maximum temperature (red) of airflow increased regarding to temperatures of a heater. The 
airflow temperature was risen up backward the heater surface and extended heat distance when heater 
temperatures were increased. The color of temperature changed from red to blue along an axis of duct 
behind the heater caused of airflow velocity increasing. Figure 19 shows the airflow speed effect to the 
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airflow past the heater which set up a heater temperature at 200C. The airflow speed had a lot of effects to 
reduce the thermal distribution. The maximum temperatures of airflow (red) backward the heater surface 
was shortened when the airflow speeds were increased.  
 
Table 2. The average error of temperature results by the different solution methods. 
 
Scheme Temp. (C) 
The average error of schemes (%) 
Re = 4,606 Re = 8,565 Re = 11,944 Re = 15,961 
UD 
100 
1.66 1.71 1.63 1.08 
LUD 2.16 1.98 1.78 1.27 
QUICK 2.59 1.22 1.27 0.85 
TVD 3.01 1.20 1.27 0.86 
UD 
150 
2.40 2.08 4.67 5.93 
LUD 2.57 2.46 4.86 6.10 
QUICK 2.92 1.43 4.10 5.40 
TVD 3.07 1.24 4.10 5.49 
UD 
200 
1.87 4.09 5.34 6.17 
LUD 2.08 4.51 5.56 6.36 
QUICK 2.79 2.95 4.54 5.43 
TVD 3.46 2.91 4.53 5.54 
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 15. The turbulent flow after airflow past the heater at the Re of: (a) 4,606 and (b) 15,961.  
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Heater temperature of 100 C Heater temperature of 100 C 
  
Heater temperature of 150 C Heater temperature of 150 C 
  
Heater temperature of 200 C Heater temperature of 200 C 
  
(a) (b) 
 
Fig. 16. The temperature distribution of airflow along duct axis at the Re of: (a) 4,606 and (b) 8,565. 
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Heater temperature of 100 C Heater temperature of 100 C 
  
Heater temperature of 150 C Heater temperature of 150 C 
  
Heater temperature of 200 C Heater temperature of 200 C 
  
(a) (b) 
 
Fig. 17. The temperature distribution of air flow along duct axis at the Re of: (a) 11,944 and (b) 15,961. 
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Fig. 18. The temperatures distribution of airflow inside the CFD model duct using: (a) 100C, (b) 150C 
and 200C heater at Re = 4,606. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
The    turbulence model for simulation the thermal convection of airflow inside the long duct was 
implemented using the open source code CFD software, OpenFOAM. The CFD domain was modelled by 
controlling finest tetrahedron cells around a circular cylinder heater which had distance from the heater 
surface to its nodes not over than the value that made y+ more than +11.63. The average value of y+ 
around the heater surface was +9.43 for keeping the near-wall flow to be laminar. The number of cells also 
had been controlled for the convergence of simulation results; therefore, the total 3D unstructured cells 
were 428,239. 
The SIMPLE algorithm was chosen for the steady state simulation while four schemes composing UD, 
LUD, QUICK and TVD scheme were employed to determine the suitable scheme of the     turbulence 
model. The UD was the suitable scheme to solve velocities of the     turbulence models because it only 
had convergent results under the final cell structure. Meanwhile the QUICK scheme was the least average 
error of temperature results for the comparison with the experimental data. The accuracy of this CFD 
model was validated by the experimental data. The average error of CFD results which were velocity and 
temperature was 5.55% and 2.95%, respectively. The simulation results illustrated the streamlines were 
formed to be turbulent flow backward the heater, therefore, the efficient thermal convection between the 
heater and airflow occurred in this area as well. The airflow temperature reduction was inversely 
proportional to airflow velocity increase. The comparison of turbulence models and solution methods for 
this research were concluded that the     turbulence model with the SIMPLE algorithm, UD scheme to 
solve velocity and QUICK scheme to solve temperature was suitable for simulation thermal convection of 
airflow inside the long duct with the variable cross-section area. This CFD model had been validated which 
gave the very good agreement with the experimental data. Consequently, the CFD model in this research 
was recommended for using to study and design the temperature distribution in the convection oven 
especially the steady temperature distribution for the rubber gloves baking oven in the future work. 
Particularly, the OpenFOAM software is the excellent software for simulating the thermal convection of 
airflow inside duct without the expensive license cost. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 19. The temperature distribution of airflow in the critical length after past the 200C heater at the Re 
of: (a) 4,606, (b) 8,565, (c) 11,944 and (d) 15,961. 
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